We study, for a given process X , the conditions under which ν-similarity is provided, relations between similarity and ν-similarity of processes, and we analyze (doubly) limiting conditional distributions. We present sufficient conditions for the existence of at least one ν-similar process to a given one. Moreover, recursive formulas for birth and death rates of ν-similar processes are formulated. We apply differential equations and uniqueness of solutions to such equations to derive the main results of the paper. Finally, an example illustrates the applications of our results.
Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the concept of ν-similarity for birth-death processes. The idea of similarity was introduced by Di Crescenzo in  (see [] ). Two birth-death processes X and X are said to be similar if their transition probability functions p andp satisfỹ
where ν i , ν j are constants. Later on the theme of similar processes has been investigated by some authors in the last two decades. Therefore, for one-dimensional birth-death processes it was considered by Lenin et al. [] , who define the more general idea of introducing the notion of similarity constants c ij , p ij (t) = c ij p ij (t) showing that c ij = α i β j ; for Markov chains by Pollett [] , who calls such a concept of similarity a strong similarity; for random walks by Schiefermayr [] . Several authors extended their results to the two-dimensional case [] , others investigated birth-death processes with killing [-].
In [] the authors consider also the concept of ν-similarity, p ij (t) = c ij e νt p ij (t), and derive the necessary condition for the existence of distinct ν-similar birth-death processes. Moreover, in [] and [] the authors study the spectral structure of birth-death processes and present simple conditions for the classification of boundaries, while in [] a bilateral birth-death process that is similar to the birth-death process over Z with constant rates is considered.
In our work we extend these results and formulate the sufficient condition for the existence of ν-similar processes and specify a one-parameter family of birth-death processes ν-similar to a given one. It is well known that the time-dependent behavior of birth-death processes involves orthogonal polynomials and, therefore, its orthogonalizing measure. Our purpose is to study, using orthogonal polynomials, the conditions under which ν-similarity is provided, relations between similarity and ν-similarity of processes and to analyze (doubly) limiting conditional distributions. Such distributions, as Schoutens states in [] , can be used to gain insight into the asymptotic behavior of processes with absorbing and reflecting states. In order to derive sufficient conditions for the existence of at least one ν-similar process to a given one, we use differential equations and uniqueness of solutions to such equations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section  preliminary definitions and notions are gathered. Section  is the one that contains main results, namely Theorem , which gives a sufficient condition for the existence of ν-similar process to the given one, and Theorem , which provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of ν-similar processes to the given one with recursive formulas for birth and death rates. Further, we give the formulas of the limiting conditional distribution and the doubly limiting conditional distribution for a ν-similar process. We end the paper presenting an illustrative example.
Preliminaries
Let X = {X(t), t ≥ } denote a birth-death process on the state space S = N ∪ {-}, where N = {, , , . . .} with transition probability function
We assume that the transition functions p ij (t) satisfy both the Kolmogorov backward equation
and the forward equation
where q i,i+ = λ i , q i,i- = μ i , and q ii = -(λ i + μ i ) for all i ∈ N and q ij =  otherwise. The constants λ j (birth rates) and μ j (death rates) may be thought of as the rates of absorption from state j into states j +  and j -, respectively, with λ j > , μ j+ > , j ∈ N , μ  ≥ . Additionally, we assume that the potential coefficients
Karlin and McGregor [] have shown that the transition probabilities p ij (t) can be represented as
By {Q j (x)} we mean a sequence of birth-death polynomials defined recursively as follows:
orthogonal with respect to the spectral measure , i.e.
where δ ij denotes the Kronecker delta. It was shown by Karlin and McGregor [] that there is at least one such measure with total mass  on [, ∞).
Remark  The polynomial Q j (x), j >  has j positive distinct zeros x j < x j < · · · < x jj and its leading coefficient equals
Let us consider the series
We follow the notation of [] and [] . The series C and D determine the behavior of the process X near the boundary point at infinity. The assumptions C = ∞ and D = ∞ rule out the possibility of an explosion of the process X , i.e. reaching infinity in finite time. Although A and B have no physical interpretation, they are related to C and D, i.e. C + D = AB and A + B = ∞ (which is equivalent to ()) if and only if at least one of C or D diverges. The divergence of the series () guarantees the convergence of the probability to a proper limiting and doubly limiting conditional distributions. Let us consider conditional probabilities of the form
for a process with absorbing state (μ  > ) and 
.
For the reflecting case
, where
The above limits equal  whenever the series in the denominators diverge. We refer the reader to [] for a detailed discussion of the limiting conditional distribution problem. Besides X , let us consider another process X , determined by birth ratesλ j and death ratesμ j with potential coefficientsπ j and transition functionsp ij (t).
Definition  ([])
The birth-death processes X and X are said to be similar if the transition probability functions of X and X differ only by a constant factor, that is, if there are
For the classical works on similar birth-death processes, see [] and [] . It is well known that if X and X are similar processes, then their birth and death rates are related as follows:λ j +μ j = λ j + μ j andλ jμj+ = λ j μ j+ , j ∈ N , with their transition functions satisfying
The converse statement is true only under an additional condition. Indeed, if
for the process X with μ  >  and X is a birth-death process the rates of which are related to those of X asλ j +μ j = λ j + μ j andλ jμj+ = λ j μ j+ , j ∈ N , then the processes X and X are similar. In the sequel we will assume the validity of condition () (which is stronger than ()), when μ  > .
Reference [] gives the conditions under which the phenomenon of similarity occurs. It also identifies the family of all processes which are similar to a given process.
Theorem  ([])
A birth-death process X with birth rates {λ j : j ∈ N } and death rates {μ j : j ∈ N } is not similar to any other birth-death process if and only if
In the opposite case the process is similar to any member of an infinite, one-parameter family of birth-death processes
The birth ratesλ
j and death ratesμ
if μ  = , and
Remark  The similarity constants C (x) ij , i, j ≥ , for processes X and
Remark  Let us notice that if the process X is positive recurrent (or ergodic) and the processes X and X are similar, then also the process X (withμ  = ) is positive recurrent (ergodic).
Processes ν-similar
In this section we present our main results that concern conditions providing existence of ν-similar family of processes to the given birth-death process.
Definition  ([])
The birth-death process X is said to be ν-similar to the birth-death process X for some real number ν if there are constants c ij > , i, j ∈ N , such that
See Lenin et al.
[] for more details. For the special case ν = , we say X is similar to X . The relation 'ν-similar' is an equivalence relation if ν =  but not if ν = .
We mention some results concerning ν-similarity of birth-death processes (see [ 
with their transition functions satisfyingp ij (t) =
, j ∈ N . There is no solution to the system () if ν > ξ  .
In a comparable manner to the notion of similarity, the converse statement to Theorem  is also true only under condition ().
Theorem  Let X be a birth-death process that satisfies () if μ  > , and let X be a birth-death process with the rates related to those of X , satisfying equations () for some real ν. Then the process X is ν-similar to X .
Proof The concept of the proof is adapted from [] where the case ν =  is considered. Let us consider the matrices
The matrix A can be represented as
where / and -/ denote the diagonal matrices with entries π / j and π -/ j , j ∈ N , respectively, on the diagonals. It follows that we can write the Kolmogorov backward and forward equations in the form
Denoting
we can rewrite () as
where I denotes the infinite identity matrix. If the birth and death rates of X and X are related as in () we have
It turns out that R(t) = / P(t)
-/ is a solution to the system
If the solution of () is unique then we have the following unique solution to (): Theorem  Let X be the birth-death process with birth rates {λ j , j ∈ N } and death rates {μ j , j ∈ N } and let ν ≤ ξ  . Then there exists a birth-death process X = X which is ν-similar to X if and only if
If () holds, then any member of an infinite, one-parameter family of the birth-death processes { X (x,ν) :  ≤ x ≤ /S (ν) } is ν-similar to X , where the parameters {λ
,
Proof By Theorem  there exists a unique birth-death process X with parametersλ j ,μ j , j ∈ N , andμ  =  which is ν-similar to X for ν ≤ ξ  . Using the equalities from Theorem  it is easily seen thatπ j = π j Q  j (ν) and
We know from Theorem  that there exists a process X withμ  >  similar to X if and only if
By the above, the process X = X , with μ  > , is ν-similar to the process X if and only if
By Theorem  and Theorem  it follows that any member of the one-parameter family
j , and
It is easily seen that the constantsπ
Hence () is an immediate consequence of Theorem .
Corollary 
Proof (i) Let X be the birth-death process with parametersλ j ,μ j , j ≥  defined byμ  = ,
μ j+ for j ≥ . Then, by Theorem , X is similar to X .
Since X is similar to X , by Theorem  and () we get
And now, by Remark ,
and the first part is proved.
which finishes the proof.
Remark  Suppose () holds. Then for each process X (x,ν) (mentioned in Theorem ),
its limiting conditional distribution and the doubly limiting conditional distribution are given by
Remark  Let us notice that according to Theorem  there exists a unique birth-death process X (ν) withμ  =  which is ν-similar to the process X . For such process
then its limiting conditional distribution and the doubly limiting conditional distribution are given by
Example  Let us consider a birth-death process X with constant parameters λ n = λ, μ n = μ for n ∈ N . In this case the birth-death polynomials are of the form
where U n (x) denote the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. In such a situation
The corresponding measure satisfies
in the interval |λ + μ -x| <  √ λμ, and it is zero outside this interval. For μ > λ the limiting and doubly limiting distributions of the process X equal
It is obvious that for λ ≥ μ both distributions of X equal zero.
We describe the one-parameter family { X (x,ν) } of processes ν-similar to X . Let
Using the well-known properties of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, i.e.
and
we can prove that
Additionally let us notice that 
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